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We present a proposal to manipulate the Raman process via incoherent pump, tunable intensity, and phase
control of the driving fields. It is found that Raman absorptive peaks can become Raman gain peaks by
controlling the incoherent pump, and this property leads to the group velocity of a weak probe pulse from
subluminal to superluminal with less absorption or gain. Furthermore, it is also shown that Raman gain peaks
can be controlled not only by controlling the intensities of the driving fields but also by adjusting phases of the
driving fields, and this leads to the strong negative dispersion with less gain.
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The study of subluminal and superluminal propagation of
a light pulse in dispersive media has been extensively inves-
tigated in recent years see some recent reviews 1,2. One
tries to manage the dispersion of the materials in order to
control the group velocity of pulse propagation, due to many
potential applications in nonlinear optics, high-speed optical
switches, optical delay lines, and communication systems
3. The usual dispersion relation tells us that the strong
anomalous normal dispersion is always accompanied with
a large absorption gain peak. Due to the large absorption or
gain, the light pulse is strongly distorted within a very short
distance. Thus it is interesting, both theoretically and experi-
mentally, to realize subluminal and superluminal light propa-
gation with negligible absorption or gain. Harris et al. 4
predicted the possibility of ultraslow propagation via electro-
magnetically induced transparency EIT, which was realized
experimentally in an ultracold atomic gas by Hau et al. 5.
Many other experiments on subluminal propagation were re-
ported by using an atomic gas 6–9 and solid-state materials
10,11. In 2000, based on the earlier suggestion of Steinberg
and Chiao 12, Wang et al. 13 used two pump fields to
realize a double-peaked Raman gain profile, which leads to
superluminal propagation with less gain.
In recent years, a number of methods and proposals are
presented for achieving the switching from subluminal to
superluminal propagations 3,14–22 in a single system. Ta-
lukder et al. 14 realized femtosecond laser pulses propagat-
ing from superluminal to subluminal group velocities in a
resonantly absorbing dye by changing dye concentrations.
Shimizu et al. 15 also observed the transition from super-
luminal to subluminal propagation in a high-finesse micro-
cavity containing a few cold atoms. Kim et al. 3 reported
on a simple two-level atomic system, which can lead to a
switching from fast to slow pulse propagation based on elec-
tromagnetically induced absorption and EIT by changing the
intensity of the coherent driving field. Agarwal et al. 16
proposed a scheme for obtaining the light propagation from
superluminal to subluminal velocity by changing the inten-
sity of the coupling field between two lower levels in a
-type three-level atomic system. Agarwal et al. 17 further
presented a scheme for manipulating the Raman process by
using a coherent controlling field that leads to the splitting of
the Raman gain peak into a doublet and anomalous disper-
sion in the region between the two gain peaks. The group
velocity of a weak pulse can also be manipulated by control-
ling the phases of two weak optical fields applied to a
V-shaped three-level system proposed by Bortman-Arbiv et
al. 20. Sahrai et al. 21 suggested tunable control of the
group velocity from subluminal to superluminal by changing
the phase of one of the deriving fields in a four-level atomic
system. More recently, an incoherent pump field is used to
control the light propagation from subluminal to superlumi-
nal 22.
As we know, the Raman gain scheme has several advan-
tages such as excellent signal-to-noise ratio and widely tun-
ability compared with the conventional EIT scheme 23.
One of our motivations in this paper is whether we can real-
ize the switching of the subluminal to superluminal light
propagation by manipulating the Raman process using differ-
ent controlling parameters, such as the incoherent pumping
and tunable intensity control, only within one atomic system.
Another important property is that the Raman process could
be changed by phase control. Our scheme is different from
the proposal of the N configuration 17 where the splitting
of two Raman peaks is only controlled by the intensity of the
coherent controlling field without phase dependence,
whereas in our scheme the Raman peaks are sensitively de-
pendent on the quantum interference between different two-
photon pathways. In this paper, we show that the Raman
process can be controlled by incoherent pump, which leads
to the transition from the subluminal to superluminal propa-
gation for the probe pulse with less absorption or gain. We
also show that the Raman process can be manipulated by the
intensities or the phases of the controlling fields that leads to
the splitting of Raman gain peak or the disappearance of the
two Raman gain peaks. Compared with the previous propos-
als 16,20,21, the advantage of our scheme is that we do not
use the controlling parameter applied on the dipole forbidden
transition.
We consider an atomic system as shown in Fig. 1a. The
atom has three nondegenerate ground levels d , b, and e
and two excited states a and c. The dipole-allowed tran-
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sitions b− a, b− c, d− c, and d− a are driven by
four coherent fields with Rabi frequencies 1, 2, 3, and
4, respectively, where the deriving fields associated with
2 and 3 acting as the controlling fields are assumed to be
resonant with the transitions b− c and d− c. The probe
field Ep is coupled to the dipole-allowed transition e− a
with the corresponding Rabi frequency p=Epuae /, where
uae is the induced atomic dipole moment. At the same time
the transition e− a is incoherently pumped with a rate 
by incoherent pumping. The atom decays from the exited
state a to the lower-lying level b d and e at the spon-
taneous emission rate ba da and ea and from the exited
state cto the lower levels b d at the spontaneous emis-
sion rate bc dc. It should be mentioned that our proposal
may be realized in the closed M-type five-level atomic con-
figuration by using the cesium Cs atom vapor, similar to
Ref. 24, in which Li et al. used an M-type five-level Cs
atom to achieve a large index of refraction with vanishing
absorption. Here in our proposal, the levels b, d, and c
can correspond to 6S1/2 ,F=3,MF= +1, 6S1/2 ,F=3,MF
= +3, and 6P3/2 ,F=2,MF= +2, respectively; and the lev-
els a and e can correspond to 6P3/2 ,F=4and 6S1/2 ,F
=4, respectively.
The Hamiltonian for this system in the dipole and the
rotating wave approximation can be written as
H = H0 + HI, 1
where H0=ii  ii i=a ,b ,c ,d ,e is the self-energy, and
i corresponds to the energy of state i; and the interaction
Hamiltonian is given by
HI = −

2
1e−i1tab +2e−i2tcb +3e−i3tcd
+4e
−i4tad +pe−iptae + H.c. , 2
where ii=1,2 ,3 ,4 and p are the angular frequencies of
the driving and probe fields, respectively.
Starting from the general density-matrix equations of mo-
tion, and transforming to appropriate rotating frames by us-
ing the relations
ab = e
−i1t˜ab, ac = e
−i1t+i2t˜ac, ad = e
−i4t˜ad,
ae = e
−iaet˜ae,
bc = e
−i2t˜bc, bd = e
i2t−i3t˜bd, be = e
i1t−iaet˜be,
cd = e
−i3t˜cd,
ce = e
−i3t+i4t−iaet˜ce, de = e
i4t−iaet˜de, 3
and eliminating ˜aa through the population conservation rule
for the closed atomic system ˜aa+ ˜bb+ ˜cc+ ˜dd+ ˜ee=1, we
obtain
˜˙ ab +
i
2
1 = − ab + 12 + i	1˜ab +
i
2
12˜bb + ˜cc + ˜dd
+ ˜ee −
i
2
2˜ac +
i
2
4˜db +
i
2
pe
−i	pt˜eb,
4a
˜˙ ac = − ac + 12 + i	1 − 	2˜ac +
i
2
1˜bc −
i
2
2
*˜ab
−
i
2
3
*˜ad +
i
2
4˜dc +
i
2
pe
−i	pt˜ec, 4b
˜˙ ad +
i
2
4 = − ad + 12 + i	4˜ad +
i
2
4˜bb + ˜cc + 2˜dd
+ ˜ee +
i
2
1˜bd −
i
2
3˜ac +
i
2
pe
−i	pt˜ed,
4c
˜˙ ae +
i
2
pe
−i	pt = − ae + ˜ae +
i
2
pe
−i	pt˜bb + ˜cc + ˜dd
+ 2˜ee +
i
2
1˜be +
i
2
4˜de, 4d
˜˙ bb − ba = − ba˜bb + bc − ba˜cc − ba˜dd − ba˜ee
+
i
2
1
*˜ab −
i
2
1˜ba +
i
2
2
*˜cb −
i
2
2˜bc,
4e
˜˙ bc = − bc − i	2˜bc +
i
2
1
*˜ac +
i
2
2
*˜cc − ˜bb −
i
2
3
*˜bd,
4f
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FIG. 1. Color online a A five-level atomic system. Two co-
herently driving fields as the controlling fields with Rabi frequen-
cies 2 and 3 are indicated by the arrows; the other two pumping
fields with Rabi frequencies 1 and 4 with the detuning 	 are
indicated by the arrows; notice that the incoherent pumping is not
shown. b The schematic of the equivalent energy levels in the
dressed-state picture, and arrows denote the three Raman channels.
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˜˙ bd = − bd + i	3 − 	2˜bd +
i
2
1
*˜ad +
i
2
2
*˜cd −
i
2
3˜bc
−
i
2
4˜ba, 4g
˜˙ be = − ae + 12 − i	1˜be +
i
2
1
*˜ae +
i
2
2
*˜ce
−
i
2
pe
−i	pt˜ba, 4h
˜˙ cc = − bc + dc˜cc +
i
2
2˜bc −
i
2
2
*˜cb +
i
2
3˜dc
−
i
2
3
*˜cd, 4i
˜˙ cd = − cd + i	3˜cd +
i
2
3˜dd − ˜cc +
i
2
2˜bd −
i
2
4˜ca,
4j
˜˙ ce = − ce + 12 + i	3 − 	4˜ce +
i
2
2˜be +
i
2
3˜de
−
i
2
pe
−i	pt˜ca, 4k
˜˙ dd − da = − da˜bb + dc − da˜cc − da˜dd − da˜ee
−
i
2
3˜dc +
i
2
3
*˜cd −
i
2
4˜da +
i
2
4
*˜ad,
4l
˜˙ de = − de + 12 − i	4˜de +
i
2
3
*˜ce +
i
2
4
*˜ae
−
i
2
pe
−i	pt˜da, 4m
˜˙ ee − ea +  = − ea + ˜bb + ˜cc + ˜dd + ˜ee
+
i
2
p
*ei	pt˜ae −
i
2
pe
−i	pt˜ea. 4n
Here 	1=ab−1, 	2=cb−2, 	3=cd−3, 	4=ad−4,
	p=p−ae, and 
=ii
+i+coll, where 
 is the
decay rate from the level  to 
 and coll is the collisional
decay rate. In the above equations, we have used the required
condition 1+3=2+4 for the driving fields, which is
equivalent to	1+	3=	2+	4. As the four driving fields form
a closed-loop coherent pumping, the phases of 1, 2, 3,
and 4 can be imparted to any one of them and that will not
change the result of the calculation. Therefore, for the rest of
discussion, we assume the Rabi frequencies 1, 3, and 4
to be real and assume 2 to carry the phase 0, i.e., 2
= 2 e−i0. Furthermore, Eqs. 4 for the matrix elements
can be written in a compact form
R˙ +  = MR , 5
where
R = ˜ab, ˜ac, ˜ad, ˜ae, ˜ba, ˜bb, ˜bc, ˜bd, ˜be, ˜ca, ˜cb, ˜cc, ˜cd, ˜ce,
˜da, ˜db, ˜dc, ˜dd, ˜de, ˜ea, ˜eb, ˜ec, ˜ed, ˜eeT 6
is a vector containing the density matrix elements and
 = 	 i21,0, i24, i2pe−i	pt,− i21*,− ba,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
−
i
2
4
*
,0,0,− da,0,−
i
2
p
*ei	pt,0,0,0,− ea − 
T 7
is a constant vector. Here the symbol “T” denotes the matrix
transpose. The matrix M can be obtained from the coeffi-
cients of Eqs. 4. Both the vector  and matrix M can be
separated into terms with different time dependences
25–27, i.e.,
 = 0 +pe
−i	pt+1 +p
*ei	pt
−1, 8a
M = M0 +pe−i	ptM+1 +p
*ei	ptM
−1, 8b
where 0, 1, M0, M1 are all constant matrices. Using
these definitions, we obtain
R˙ + 0 +pe−i	pt+1 +p
*ei	pt
−1
= M0 +pe−i	ptM+1 +p
*ei	ptM
−1R . 9
Applying the Floquet theorem it is easy to find that the sta-
tionary solution R will have only terms at the harmonics of
the detuning 	p. We focus on the case where the probe field
Ep is so weak that the Floquet harmonic expansion can be
truncated at the first order,
R = R0 +pe−i	ptR+1 +p
*ei	ptR
−1. 10
On substituting Eq. 10 into Eq. 9 and equating the coef-
ficients of the different harmonics of 	p and corresponding
powers of p, we obtain the solution for R0 and R+1 as
R0 = M0
−10, 11
R+1 = M0 + i	p−1+1 − M+1R0 . 12
The linear susceptibility  of the weak probe field in the
present system is given by 28
 =
2Nueaae
0Ep
eipt =
2Nuea˜ae
0Ep
ei	pt

2Nuea
0Ep
pR+14 =
2Nuea2
0
R+14, 13
where R+14 denotes the fourth component of R+1 and N is
the atomic density. From Eq. 13, we can easily obtain the
index of refraction and absorption from the real and imagi-
nary part of , respectively. Moreover, if all the fields have
phase dependence, only the collective phase would be impor-
tant and this collective phase can be easily determined to be
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0= 1+3− 2+4 by repeating the susceptibility cal-
culation and noting that the Rabi frequencies are complex in
general, where i is the phase of the complex Rabi frequency
i i=1, 2, 3, 4. In principle, we could analytically solve
Eqs. 11 and 12 to obtain the expression for the linear
susceptibility . However, in the current problem it is diffi-
cult to obtain the inverse matrices of the 2424 matrices.
Therefore, we use the numerical simulation to investigate the
properties of the linear susceptibility in our five-level atomic
scheme.
It is well know that the propagation of the probe pulse can
be described by its group velocity. For the narrow-spectral
probe pulse, the group velocity can be given by 17
vg =
c
1 + 2 Rep + 2p  Rep/p
, 14
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, and the refractive
index is nr=1+2 Rep. For normal dispersion
( Rep /p0), the group velocity is smaller than the
phase velocity vgc /nr, and even extremely slow 4–11;
while for anomalous dispersion ( Rep /p0), the
group velocity can be larger than the phase velocity vg
c /nr, the speed of light c in vacuum or even becomes
negative vg0 12,13,19. Obviously, when the weak
probe pulse passes through an atomic medium with the
length L, it suffers a time delay =0ng−1 compared with
the case when it passes though the same distance in vacuum
here 0=L /c is the time delay in vacuum. For the sake of
simplicity in the following discussion, we define a quantity
=ng−1=2 Rep+2p Rep /p such that
the condition for subluminal light propagation is 0 and
the condition for superluminal propagation is 0. Here ng
is the group index.
In what follows, we present our numerical results. With-
out loss of generality, we take all the spontaneous-emission
rates ba=da=ea=bc=dc=, and assume the detunings
of 1 and 4 to be 	1=	4=	0 and the detunings of the
controlling fields 2 and 3 to be 	2=	3=0. We also take
the collisional decay rate coll=0.01. We assume the center
angular frequency p of the probe pulse to be p=108,
which is the case for the cesium atomic system 13,24 and
the 87Rb atomic system 29. In all the following figures,
and  are plotted in the units of 2N uea2 / 0, and the
variable 	p−	 is the two-photon detuning.
First, let us consider the effect of the incoherent pumping
 on the susceptibility  and the value of . Figures
2a–2c show the typical effect of different incoherent
pumping  on  and  under the parameters 1=4=2,
2  =3=5, 	=10, and 0=0. It is clearly seen that
when =0 i.e., without the incoherent pump, there are two
Raman absorptive peaks indicated by the two arrows in Fig.
2a, which leads to a subluminal propagation of the probe
pulse with less absorption below we will discuss how the
splitting of these two Raman peaks can be controlled by the
intensity and phase of the controlling fields 2 and 3. As
the value of  increases, two Raman absorptive peaks gradu-
ally become two Raman gain peaks due to the atomic popu-
lation transfer see Figs. 2a–2c. Therefore, the change of
the refractive index near the frequency of the two-photon
resonance =0 leads to the negative dispersion with much
less gain or absorption. This indicates that the propagation of
the probe pulse changes from subluminal to superluminal
with less absorption or gain. From Fig. 2d, it is seen that
the switching from subluminal 0 to superluminal 
0 propagation occurs for the appropriate value of the in-
coherent pump rate ; and the value of  related with the
group index becomes very negative under the suitable value
of  for different detuning 	. From Fig. 2d, it is clear that
for the large detuning 	, the anomalous dispersion can be
obtained even for the much smaller value of the incoherent
pumping rate . It should be mentioned that there is an
absorptive peak near =10 in Figs. 2a–2c, due to the
one-photon resonance.
We know from earlier research works 30,31 that one has
used the incoherent pumping field to establish the atomic
coherence or interference of pathways. However, in our case
the incoherent pumping field leads to the atomic population
transfer from the ground state e back to the level a, and
then to the linkage b↔ c↔ d via corresponding
spontaneous-decay channels as well. In order to further un-
derstand the physical role of the incoherent pumping, in Fig.
3, we depict the dependence of the probe gain Imae on the
incoherent pumping at the frequency of the two-photon reso-
nance =0 for different detuning: 	=10, 	=20, and 	
=50. It is clear that for the small value of the incoherent
pumping rate , the probe field suffers an absorption at the
frequency of two-photon resonance. It further shows that as
the detuning 	 increases, the transition from absorption to
gain for the probe field requires smaller and smaller , and
this property is corresponding to that in Fig. 2d. When  is
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FIG. 2. Color online Effect of the incoherent pumping rate 
on the susceptibility  and the value of  under the parameters
1=4=2, 2  =3=5, 	=10, and 0=0. In a–c the solid
curve denotes the real part of , and the dashed curve denotes the
imaginary part of ; d the dependence of the value of  at the
frequency of the two-photon resonance on the incoherent pump
rate under different detunings: 	=10, 	=20, and 	=50.
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smaller than certain critical value, the gain of the probe field
is increasing as  increases. Above the critical value of ,
the gain of the probe field is suppressed as  increases. Ac-
tually, the atom excited from the ground state e to the ex-
cited state a by the incoherent pumping can be moved into
the ground states b and d by the spontaneous decays da
and ba. This process provides the atomic population trans-
fer. Without the incoherent pumping, we will obtain the cor-
responding Raman absorption peaks.
Next we discuss how to control the splitting of the Raman
gain peaks. On the one hand, the susceptibility  can be
controlled by changing the intensities of the Rabi frequencies
2 and 3 see Figs. 4 and 5. From Figs. 4 and 5, it is seen
that for the smaller intensities of 2 and 3, there is only a
single Raman gain peak near the frequency of the two-
photon resonance see Figs. 4a and 5a. In this case, the
Raman gain peak does not split due to the small values of 2
and 3. However, for the larger values of 2 and 3 the
Raman gain peak splits into a doublet, which leads to the
strong negative dispersion with very less gain near the fre-
quency of the two-photon resonance =0. Comparing Fig. 5
with Fig. 4, it is clear that for the larger detuning 	, the
variation of  with respect to the two-photon detuning 
becomes symmetrical due to the diminished effect of the
one-photon resonant absorption. It should also be noted that
a small shift for the symmetrical center of Raman peaks is
observed due to the finiteness of the driving fields 1 and 4
relative to the detuning 	. Figure 6 shows that there is an
optimal intensity control for the largest negative value of .
It is also clear that as the detuning 	 becomes larger, the
largest negative value of  becomes smaller.
The most interesting effect is that the susceptibility 
could also be changed by adjusting the phase 0 of the con-
trolling field corresponding to the Rabi frequency 2. In
Figs. 7 and 8, we plot the susceptibilities  under different
phases 0 for the two cases: 	=10 and 	=80, respec-
tively. It is shown that for the case 0=0 there are two Ra-
man gain peaks which leads to the negative dispersion su-
perluminal propagation with less gain near the two-photon
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FIG. 6. Variation of the value  related to the group index ng
with respect to the control field Rabi frequencies 2  =3=c
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resonance =0. With the changing of the phase 0, the sus-
ceptibility  is changed into three Raman gain peaks see
Figs. 7b and 7c, and Figs. 8b and 8c. In this case, the
dispersion near the two-photon resonance =0 is gradually
changed from anomalous to normal dispersion, that is to say,
the group velocity of the probe pulse changes from superlu-
minal to subluminal. For the case 0=, we find that there is
only one Raman gain peak. This leads to the extremely slow
light propagation in an amplifying medium. In Fig. 9, we
show the phase dependence of  under different detuning 	.
It is clear that near 0=0, the value of  related with the
group index could be largely negative, and this indicates
that the propagation of the probe pulse is highly superlumi-
nal.
The above result for the phase dependence of the suscep-
tibility can be understood in terms of dressed states, which
are defined as the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian Hc of the
medium associated with the coherent driving fields. We as-
sume 1=4=R and 2  =3=c to be real and 	2=	3
=0. We further assume the detuning 	1=	4=	 to be suffi-
ciently large 32. Therefore, we obtain the following effec-
tive Hamiltonian for the coherent driving field part:
Hef f = Hc + Hp, 15
where
Hc = −
R
2
4	
bb + dd/2 − aa −
R
2
4	
bd
−

2
cbcei0 + dc + H.c. 16
and
Hp = −
p
2
4	
ee − aa/2 −
pR
4	
eb + ed
+ H.c., 17
where we have considered 		p. Different terms in Hc and
Hp can be identified as ac Stark shifts experienced by the
atomic system due to the application of two far off resonance
coherent driving fields corresponding to the Rabi frequencies
1 and 4, the Raman transitions between atomic levels b
and d and resonance transitions corresponding to the Rabi
frequencies 2 and 3. We ignore the terms corresponding
to ac Stark shifts that do not play any significant role in the
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analysis of the results and obtain the reduced Hamiltonian Hc
which can be written in the matrix form as
Hc = −

4 0 ce
i0 R
2 /	
ce
−i0 0 c
R
2 /	 c 0
 . 18
We diagonalize this 33 matrix to obtain dressed states  
and 0 which correspond to the eigenvalues ,0, respec-
tively. These eigenvalues ,0 are the three roots of the cubic
equation 3−  R416	2 +
c
2
8 +
R
2c
2 cos0
32	 =0. Therefore, our five-
level atomic system could be equivalent to the configuration
shown in Fig. 1b. Actually under the condition of the ab-
sence of 1 and 4 or the condition of the large detuning 	,
the splitting of the states   and 0is mainly determined by
c /2, similar to Ref. 26. In the present scheme, because
the levels b and d are connected by the driving fields 1
and 4 with the large detuning 	, the different two-photon
Raman pathways will produce the quantum interference ef-
fect, which leads to the phase-dependent effect of the suscep-
tibility. The dressed states associated with the three eigenval-
ues can be expressed in terms of the bare states b, c, and
d as follows:
 + 0
− 
 = 
+ + +
0 0 0


−

−

−

†
bc
d  , 19
where the coefficients 
,0, ,0, and ,0 depend on the
values of R and c, and are especially affected by the phase
factor 0. In the case of 0=0, these coefficients are given
by

+ + +
0 0 0


−

−

−
 =
R
2 + 
2R2 + 2 + 8	2c2
1
2
R
2
− 
2R2 − 2 + 8	2c2
22	c
R2 + 2 + 8	2c2
0
22	c
2R2 − 2 + 8	2c2
R
2 + 
2R2 + 2 + 8	2c2
−
1
2
R
2
− 
2R2 − 2 + 8	2c2
 , 20
where =R4 +8	2c2. For the case of 0=, these coefficients change into

+ + +
0 0 0


−

−

−
 =
R
2
− 
2R2 − 2 + 8	2c2
1
2
R
2 + 
2R2 + 2 + 8	2c2
22	c
R2 − 2 + 8	2c2
0
22	c
2R2 + 2 + 8	2c2
−
R
2
− 
2R2 − 2 + 8	2c2
1
2 −
R
2 + 
2R2 + 2 + 8	2c2
 . 21
Under the same assumptions as are considered for coherent
part of the effective Hamiltonian Hc, the coupling Hamil-
tonian Hp of the medium associated with the probe field in an
appropriate frame is simply given by
Hp = −
pR
4	
eb + ed + be + de . 22
Writing the bare states in terms of dressed states
bc
d  = 

+ + +

0 0 0


−

−

−
 + 0
− 
 , 23
from Eq. 19 we can rewrite Hp for the case 0=0 as
Hp = −
pR
2	
1e+  + 2e−  + 1 + e + 2− e ,
24
where
1 =
R
2 + 
2R2 − 2 + 8	2c2
and
2 =
R
2
− 
2R2 − 2 + 8	2c2
.
In Eq. 24, we find that the transition from the dressed state
0 to e disappears due to the fact that the state 0 becomes
a dark state 0= b− d /2, which indicates the destruc-
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tive quantum interference between two Raman pathways
from b and d to e. Whereas the other two dressed states
are given by
  =
R
2  
2R2 − 2 + 8	2c2
b
+
R
2  
2R2 − 2 + 8	2c2
d
+
22	c
R2  2 + 8	2c2
c , 25
which lead to the enhanced Raman gain peaks due to the
constructive quantum interference between two Raman path-
ways from b and d to e. Therefore, there are only two
transitions from the dressed states   to the state e in the
dressed-state picture, which correspond to two sideward Ra-
man gain peaks. It should be emphasized that the mechanism
of the existence for two sideward Raman gain peaks here is
very different from the proposal by Agarwal et al. 17 where
the two Raman gain peaks are controlled by the intensity of
the coherent controlling field without the process of the
quantum interference between different two-photon path-
ways.
In the case of 0=, the coupling Hamiltonian Hp can be
rewritten as
Hp = −
pR
4	
2e0 + 20e . 26
In this case, we find that two transitions from   to e
disappear because these two dressed states become the co-
herent superposition states
  =
R
2  
2R2  2 + 8	2c2
b
−
R
2  
2R2  2 + 8	2c2
d
+
22	c
R2  2 + 8	2c2
c , 27
which lead to the canceling effect between the two Raman
pathways from b and d to e; while for the dressed state
0, it becomes 0= b+ d /2, which leads to the en-
hanced Raman gain peak due to the constructive quantum
interference. Therefore, there is only one transition from the
state 0 to e corresponding to single Raman gain peak in
Fig. 7d and Fig. 8d.
In a general case, i.e., for any value of 0 between 0 and
, the Hamiltonian Hp from Eq. 22 can always be rewritten
as
Hp = −
pR
4	

+ + 
−e+  + + + −e0 + + + −
e−  + H.c. , 28
where 
++
−, ++−, and ++− do not equal to zero.
Therefore, there exist three Raman gain peaks in the curves
of the susceptibility see Figs. 7b, 7c, 8b, and 8c.
In conclusion, we have presented a Raman scheme in a
five-level atomic system. We find that the Raman process is
greatly affected by the incoherent pump, which leads to the
propagation of the probe pulse from the subluminal to super-
luminal with less absorption or gain. We further demonstrate
the possibility of the Raman process controlled by adjusting
the intensities and phases of the controlling fields, and show
the dependence of the susceptibility and the group index in-
dicated by the value of  on the intensities and the collec-
tive phases of the controlling fields. Meanwhile, we also
have qualitatively explained the phase dependence of the Ra-
man gain processes on the basis of the dressed states.
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